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INew and Old Syllabus)

Duration : 4 Hours [ Maximum Marks: 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as-practicable.

Ttie fiqures in the margin indicateJuU marks.

( NEW SYLLABUS)

Answer Question No.1 and any five from the rest.

~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ c<T~ 9fMt ~ m ~ I

1 . Answer any five questions : 5 x 5 = 25

a) Give a brtef account of Plato's theory of forms.

b) How many types of ideas are recognlsed by Descasrtes ? Mention there names

and give examples.
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c) What are the three kinds of knowledge admitted by Spinoza ?

d) What are the different kinds of monads admitted by Leibnitz ?

e) Is Berkeley's Subjective Idealism Solipsistic? Give reasons for your answer.

f) What does Spinoza mean by the dictum 'Natura Naturata' ? Is it identical with

'Natura Naturans:'?

g) On what grounds does Locke accept abstract ideas?

h) What is the 'law of sufficient reason'· accepted by Leibnitz ?

i) 1low does Hume distinguish between Impressions and Ideas?

j) Distinguish after Kant, between analytic and synthetic judgements.
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5 x 15 = 75Answer any five questions ( within 600 words each ).

2. Give an account of Plato'~ theory of knowledge. How does Plato establish the theory

that 'sense perception is not knowledge proper' ? 8 + 7

cm'iJRl '831ilW~~?:l ~\!)<1W1~ ~Cj ~ I ~ ~ C<I~ ~ ;n:)' - <.Q<f)~ cmtrl ~ ~

<flC~C~ ?

3. How does Aristotle criticise Plato's doctrine of Ideas? Give your comments regarding

the criticism. 10 + 5

4. How does Descartes arrive at the principle 'I think. therefore I am' ? Is it. an inferential

truth? Discuss. 12 + 3

5. What does Leibnitz mean by the principle of 'Pre-established Harmony' ? What is the

importance of this principle in his Metaphysics? 12 + 3

6. Give a critical account of Berkeley's thesis "Esse-est-Perctpl".
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7. On what grounds does Kant maintain that

space and time are aprtori terms of intuition? 10 + 5

8. How does Hume explain the relation between cause and effect? Discuss critically.

9. Explain the nature of 'Copernican revolution'. How does Kant bring about this

revolution in his philosophy? Is this claim justified? 12 +

'~9fBIM4S1"'l ~m<RI) ~9f <m~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ '~9fH1M<!l1"'l ~'tfq) '<JfGc~Ncil1"'l? ~

\£l~ ~ C41M;<!l'bl furn ~

10. Explain and examine Spinoza's theory of substance. Does he uphold the theory of 'one

at the expense of 'many' ? Give reasons for your answer. 12 +

F1C"'lliST1~ a<fJ ~ ~<ffq"fG ~Drn <m~ ~ I ~ ~ '~) ~M~C~ '\£l<!l'c<15~~ NC~~Cil1i1 !

~"~~~I
11. What are the different degrees of knowledge, according to Locke ? Is Locke's view

regarding intuitive knowledge compatible with his general empirical outlook? Give

reasons for your answer. 8 + 7

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~g~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~9 '6lf\s63'bl<tl~

~ 'IDl ~"1~ ? ~M;>j~ \5l1Cil11bi11~ I
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( OLD SYLLABUS)

.Answer Question No. 1 and any five from the rest.

. 1. ' Answer any Jive questions :

a) What is the nature of substance according to Locke?

b) What is Representative Realism?

c) What is the main thesis of Berkeley's Idealism?

d) What are the different kinds of Monads admitted by Leibnttz ?
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5 x 5 = 25

e) How many types of ideas are accepted by Descartes? State with examples.

f) On what grounds does Berkeley reject the distinction between primary and

secondary qualities?
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g)

h) How does Kant distinguish between Analytic and Synthetic judgements?

i} What is meant by Interactionism ?

j) What according to Spinoza, is a 'mode' ?

Answer any Jive questions ( within 600 words each ). 5 x 15 = 75

2. Critically explain Locke's theory of knowledge.

3. Explain how Descartes proved the existence of the external world.

4. How does Spinoza define 'Substance' ? Explain how Spinoza's substance is related to

its attributes? 11 + 4

~ ~ .~~ ",~ MG~G~<i.? M~l\Sr~ ~'1 ~ ~ ~ ~~H;'R1 ~ <m~
~I

5. What are the characteristics of Leibnttz's monads? How many kinds of monads are

recognized by him ? How does Leibnitz explain the relationship between monads?

6+3+6

G1~<1HG\S1'?l ~~~ ~ Frs ? ~ <m:I ~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ? ~~~'l~m ~c!i

~~<m~~?
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6.
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How does Locke refute the theory of innate ideas? What'"-ls-l'fTe'influence of this

refutation on his theory of knowledge? 12 + 3

7. What is an 'Abstract Idea' ? Does Berkeley accept the existence of Abstract Ideas?

3 + 12

8. How does Hume distinguish between Impressions and Ideas? What are the objections

against this theory ? 10 + 5

9. What is a synthetic apriori judgment? Is it possible in Metaphysics? Explain Kant's'

opinion about it. 12 + 3

10. What are Innate ideas? How does Locke refute the doctrine of Innate ideas? 3 + 12
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